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Letter to the editor 

Successful bee monitoring programs require sustained support of taxonomists and 
taxonomic research 

In resuscitating a proposal for a national bee monitoring program 
(see LeBuhn et al., 2013), Woodard et al. (2020) have cited the taxo-
nomic bottleneck, and “long wait times to get specimens identified”, as a 
problem to be addressed. However, we believe their description un-
derstates the seriousness of the issue and that their proposed solutions 
fall short. Here, we clarify the causes of the bottleneck and its negative 
effects on bee monitoring and propose solutions. 

The taxonomic bottleneck exists because there simply are not enough 
trained bee taxonomists employed professionally as taxonomists. And 
those that are so employed are being overwhelmed by the number of 
specimens current monitoring efforts are collecting. Monitoring is pres-
ently being done haphazardly at an ever-expanding number of sites by 
the widespread and proliferating use of passive traps which collect huge 
numbers of bees, some of which lie unexamined and unrecorded in in-
sect drawers or are even discarded. This current program, without the 
expansion advocated by Woodard et al. (2020), yields many more 
specimens than professional taxonomists can possibly identify promptly 
(Portman et al., 2020). 

The glut of unidentified specimens has resulted in an increasing 
number of bee identifications performed by amateurs with little or no 
supervision or confirmation by experts. The result is significant numbers 
of misidentifications. For example, a recent monograph on Michigan 
bees by Gibbs et al. (2017), includes discussions of multiple mis-
identified species and additional records that are likely erroneous. The 
misidentification problem is compounded by the widespread use of 
outdated taxonomic keys which do not incorporate recent taxonomic 
advances or unpublished species’ additions known only to professional 
taxonomists. In the United States, there are hundreds of undescribed and 
poorly known bee species as well as numerous cryptic species, even in 
taxa that are common and purportedly well-known (Gonzalez et al., 
2013). This problem is particularly acute in such unrevised genera as 
Sphecodes and Nomada, where even identifications by taxonomists must 
be viewed as “speculative” (Gibbs et al., 2017). Misidentification by 
tyros using out-of-date resources hampers or even invalidates the results 
of monitoring efforts because, for many species, especially uncommon 
ones, the resultant population estimates and trends are meaningless. 

Several policies must be followed if monitoring efforts are to be 
successful. The lack of jobs and funding for bee taxonomists, indeed 
taxonomists in general, is widespread and decades old (e.g., Futuyma, 
1998) and must finally be addressed now. First, those trained bee tax-
onomists in the U.S. who either lack permanent positions or are working 
in non- taxonomic positions should be hired to practice their profession 
by federal and state institutions. Second, researchers requesting funding 
for monitoring projects should be required to budget for full-time pro-
fessional taxonomic expertise. Third, looking ahead, it is critical that 
more professional bee taxonomists be trained for the future, but only if 

there are jobs for them to fill. We must recognize that professional 
expertise is necessary for successful monitoring efforts and that it is 
acquired only through years of study and research. 

Others (e.g. Packer et al., 2018) have proposed policies to help tax-
onomists succeed in their dual roles of identifying specimens and pur-
suing taxonomic research. These include: 1. Paying taxonomists for their 
identifications; 2. Requiring grants to budget funds for essential iden-
tifications; 3. Authorship for taxonomists and others who have per-
formed identifications; 4. Make funding taxonomic research a priority of 
government agencies. Woodard et al. (2020), suggested increasing 
digitization of collections and expanding the American Museum of 
Natural History Bee Course. However, while helping to support prac-
ticing taxonomists and their institutions, none of these suggestions will 
bring additional professionals to the bench. Other proposed solutions, 
such as new molecular identification tools, still require expert taxo-
nomic confirmation to be useful. 

We appreciate that Woodard et al. (2020) highlighted the diversity of 
non-domesticated bees and their importance as pollinators, not only of 
wildland plants but of crops as well. Wild bees are an irreplaceable 
resource, and if their populations are to be monitored in the interests of 
conservation then it behooves researchers to gather data that is robust 
and meaningful. That can only be done if trained taxonomists are 
involved in identifications as well as funded to update our woefully 
incomplete and out-of-date taxonomic resources. 
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